2012 ford taurus se

With its comfortable interior and large trunk, the Ford Taurus is an appealing reinvention of the
classic full-size American sedan. Back in when it was called the Ford , today's Ford Taurus grew
dramatically larger, leaving the midsize category to the Ford Fusion. And that's why the Taurus
today is a bit of a niche player in the market compared to the segment-busting of the s that once
was the most popular car in America. Despite its fall from the top of the sales charts, the Ford
Taurus is appealing. Its primary asset lies in the roomy backseat and cavernous trunk. An
extensive list of cutting-edge convenience and safety features doesn't hurt either. Aside from a
minor face-lift, the Taurus returns largely unchanged for If the regular Taurus seems a little too
tame for your tastes, you may want to consider the distinctly more exciting horsepower
all-wheel-drive Taurus SHO model. The SHO is a decent alternative to other muscular sedans
like the V8-powered versions of the Chrysler and Dodge Charger, while returning better fuel
economy. Realistically, it's the regular Ford Taurus you're likely interested in. When pitted
against other full-size sedans like the , Dodge Charger, Hyundai Genesis , Toyota Avalon and
Volkswagen Passat , some of the Taurus' drawbacks begin to emerge. Most notably, the Taurus
just feels bigger than it really should, something that comes about from the confining cabin
design, tepid base engine and lack of rear visibility. Overall, we think the Taurus deserves a
look, but we would recommend checking out the competition before committing. The Sync
voice-activated electronics interface with Bluetooth and iPod connectivity is optional. The SEL
adds inch wheels, steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters, heated mirrors, dual-zone automatic
climate control, upgraded cloth upholstery, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, an
auto-dimming rearview mirror, a compass, an outside temperature display and satellite radio.
Options on the SEL include inch wheels, rear parking sensors, a rearview camera, leather
upholstery packaged with heated front seats and a six-way power passenger seat , ambient
interior lighting and Sync. All the above items are standard on the Taurus Limited, along with
perforated leather upholstery, eight-way power front seats with power lumbar and driver seat
memory functions, a wood-trimmed steering wheel and a seven-speaker upgraded stereo with a
six-CD player. The optional SHO Performance package adds performance brake pads,
recalibrated steering, a different final-drive ratio, stability control defeat, summer tires and inch
wheels. Those wheels are also a stand-alone option. Options on all but the base SE include a
sunroof, power-adjustable pedals, a speaker Sony premium audio system, and "multicontour"
front seats with active bolsters and massage. Options on the Limited and SHO include a
blind-spot warning system, automatic high beams and rain-sensing wipers packaged together ,
heated and cooled front seats, heated rear seats, a power rear window shade, adaptive cruise
control, and a navigation system with a touchscreen interface, voice controls, Sirius Travel Link
service real-time traffic, weather and other information , a single-CD player, DVD audio and
digital music storage. The Taurus is powered by a 3. A six-speed automatic transmission and
front-wheel drive are standard, while all-wheel drive is available as an option on SEL and
Limited models. In Edmunds performance testing, a front-drive Taurus went from zero to 60
mph in 7. The Taurus SHO gets a 3. A six-speed automatic with shift paddles is standard, as is
all-wheel drive. Despite this engine's impressive performance, EPA fuel economy estimates are
the same as the regular all-wheel-drive Taurus. Every Ford Taurus comes standard with antilock
disc brakes, stability and traction control, front-seat side-impact airbags, side-curtain airbags
and integrated blind spot mirrors. Optional on the Limited and SHO are a pre-collision warning
system included with adaptive cruise control and a blind-spot warning system bundled with a
cross-traffic warning system, which warns you of approaching cars or pedestrians when
backing up. In government crash tests, the Taurus earned an overall rating of four stars out of a
possible five, with four stars for frontal crash protection and five stars for side crash protection.
It also got the best rating of "Good" in the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety's
frontal-offset, side and roof strength tests. In Edmunds brake testing, a Taurus with inch wheels
came to a stop from 60 mph in a longer-than-average feet. Even with summer tires and inch
wheels, the SHO was only able to manage feet -- a long distance for a performance-oriented
sedan. On the road, the Ford Taurus offers confident handling and a comfortable ride quality.
The firmer sport-tuned suspension underpinning the SHO model sharpens up the handling
noticeably. However, there's no hiding the Taurus' hefty weight and grand dimensions. The
SHO's twin-turbo V6 offers acceleration that falls just short of its V8-powered competitors from
Chrysler and Dodge, but it returns fuel economy that puts them to shame. Even so, we think
most folks will be just as happy driving any of the three models powered by the standard V6 and
pocketing the substantial price difference. The Ford Taurus offers a classy passenger cabin,
though the use of hard plastics in a few places detracts a bit from the overall upscale feel. Door
panels are convincingly textured to look like stitched leather, but are hard to the touch. At least
the interior is comfortable, especially with the optional high-tech "multicontour" front seats with
built-in massage. The backseat offers generous head- and legroom even for good-sized adults.

At Fold down the rear seats and the Taurus offers up even more space. On the downside, the
car's rising beltline, thick roof pillars and tall center console can make the interior feel confining
despite its large size. Other issues include deep-set gauges that can be hard to read and the
dashboard's large and somewhat confusing assortment of buttons and knobs. Like most other
Fords, the Taurus can be equipped with the useful Sync system, which connects cell phones
and portable music players into the car's electronic interface that includes voice commands.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Taurus. Cabin can feel
confining mediocre braking distances deep-set gauges can be hard to read SHO model's steep
price tag. Vehicle overview. Read more. Sign Up. The sixth generation of the Ford Taurus is the
final generation of the model range manufactured by Ford in markets outside of China and the
Middle East. Introduced for the model year, [1] the sixth-generation Taurus is the second
generation of the model line produced as a full-size car ; it is the longest and heaviest sedan
sold under the Ford brand worldwide. Coinciding with the withdrawal of the Mercury brand, the
sixth-generation Taurus was developed without a Mercury Sable counterpart for the first time.
While Ford has never officially announced it as a replacement for the Crown Victoria or the
Mercury Grand Marquis , the current Taurus is marketed in the full-size segment against many
similar vehicles as the preceding sedans. On March 1, , the final Taurus built in the United
States rolled off the Chicago assembly line, ending 34 years of the nameplate in North America
since the model year, Changan Ford has produced a namesake model as its flagship sedan
specifically designed for China and exported to the Middle East following the discontinuation of
the North American Taurus. The model line was assembled at Chicago Assembly Torrence Ave.
One of his first decisions was to abandon the unpopular "F" model naming scheme for
Ford-division cars. Although the change back to the Taurus addressed several major
deficiencies of the Five Hundred largely related to the powertrain , the vehicle itself still drew
criticism for bland styling derived from its predecessor one reviewer describing it as a "SUV
shaped like a sedan" [5] and handling rated behind its competitors. In January , Alan Mulally
revealed that a sixth generation of the Ford Taurus was in development as a planned model,
calling it "the one we should have built originally". Towards its launch, the Ford Motor Company
website introduced several videos, benchmarking the Ford Taurus against several production
luxury sedans. One test video displayed that the paint coat of the Taurus was more resistant to
gravel chips than a Lexus LS while another displayed the blind-spot detection sensor system
unavailable on an Infiniti M45x. In a major contrast from previous generations of the Ford
Taurus, once the highest-selling nameplate in the United States, Ford deliberately aimed for
lower sales volumes. Instead of the s peak volumes of nearly , vehicles a year, [11] the intended
sales were closer to 50, to 75, Additionally, Ford sought to preserve the resale value of the
Taurus by avoiding the usage of fleet sales of the vehicles though the Taurus would replace the
Crown Victoria as the Ford Police Interceptor sedan. The sixth-generation Taurus' production
started on June 15, for the model year. For the first time since , Lincoln dealers sold a
Taurus-based sedan, the Lincoln MKS , introduced as a model. The sixth-generation Ford
Taurus is based on the Volvo-derived Ford D3 platform architecture , sharing the As with its
predecessor, the Ford Taurus features a front-wheel drive powertrain as standard with the
option of an all-wheel drive configuration standard on the SHO. As with all other D3 sedans, the
Ford Taurus is configured with four-wheel independent suspension, featuring MacPherson
struts and rearward-facing lower L-arms with a stabilizer bar in the front and a multilink coilover
shock setup with stamped steel lower control arms and cast upper control arms in the rear. As
with the previous-generation Taurus Five Hundred and the Ford Crown Victoria, the
sixth-generation Taurus features four-wheel antilock disc brakes. On all models, AdvanceTrac
combines traction control and stability control. Torque Vectoring Control and Curve Control is
an option for all-wheel drive models. A number of safety systems seen in this generation of the
Taurus either saw their debut or one of their first uses by Ford in the vehicle, including BLIS ,
Adaptive cruise control , Forward Collision Warning with Brake Support , and Lane keeping
assist. As with its predecessor, the Ford Taurus is equipped with dual front airbags, side
airbags, and curtain airbags. Although previewed by the V8-powered Ford Interceptor and is a
full-size sedan like the Ford Crown Victoria, the sixth-generation Ford Taurus is not available
with a V8 engine. In , a 3. In , a 2. The 2. Many of the Taurus' design elements were influenced by
the music that the design team listened to. According to Earl Lucas, "When you've got good
music, it's amazing how many shapes come out". The bottom cushion features Active Motion
technology, which provides a subtle continuous massage, designed to lessen back pain on long
trips. While the roofline and side panels stayed the same, the Taurus was given a new front
fascia with a trapezoidal upper grille emphasized on the SHO and Police Interceptor and
restyled headlamps. While the interior saw fewer changes in terms of styling, a number of
changes were made with its content. For , Ford redesigned the steering wheel, instrument

cluster, center stack, and shifter. A new interactive instrument cluster, the MyFord Touch
system which includes a new head unit with 8-inch touch screen , and heated steering wheel
were optional. Other features new to the Taurus include an all new Sony sound system featuring
HD Radio and iTunes Tagging, Multicontour seats with Active Motion massage , push-button
start, auto high beams, and a rear view camera. Structural improvements were also made in
order to better protect drivers in small-overlap frontal crashes. For , new wheel designs were
introduced, with minor changes to standard and optional equipment. In , MyFordTouch was
replaced by the new Sync 3 system. This was the final update to the Taurus. The base SE
model, designed for rental and fleet use, came stock with a 3. All wheel drive was not available
on the base SE trim. The mid-range SEL trim level had the same engine, with a six-speed
SelectShift automatic transmission featuring paddle activation, optional all wheel drive,
dual-zone electronic automatic temperature control, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift
knob, Sirius satellite radio, and a perimeter anti-theft alarm. The SHO includes a 3. The SHO
Performance Package includes upgraded brake pads, recalibrated electronic power-assisted
steering for improved responsiveness, a "Sport Mode" setting for the Electronic Stability
Control, ability to turn off the AdvanceTrac stability control system, 27mm front anti-roll bar
instead of the standard 29mm front anti-roll bar for more neutral turn-in, vented front brake dust
shields from the Police Interceptor, cooling package from the Police Interceptor engine oil,
transmission oil, and power transfer unit , a shorter 3. Ford had referred to the police car model
simply as the "Police Interceptor Sedan", rather than a Taurus. The standard engine is taken
from the Ford Mustang in transverse arrangement and not available on the non-law enforcement
Ford Taurus. Its 3. The 3. The Police Interceptor included a host of safety technology, such as
Blind Spot Information System , a rear view camera, a reverse sensing system, and a specially
tuned electronic stability control system set up for emergency style driving. This Special
Service trim was dropped after the model year. As Ford considered in whether to continue
producing the Taurus in the United States, one reason to do so was the Police Interceptor
Sedan, though the Police Interceptor Utility was more popular and sales of the police sedan
were down. The Ford scored well in test drives, and the media was pleased with some of the
new features available in the Ford Taurus. While its predecessor was criticized for dull styling,
the new Taurus was described as "big and muscular" to draw attention, albeit "a
love-it-or-hate-it affair". The water pumps on these engines are internally mounted and driven
by the timing chain. As a result, when they fail, antifreeze is dumped directly into the crankcase;
mixing with engine oil and potentially damaging the head gaskets and connecting rod bearings.
Many of these water pump failures occur without warning and repairs often cost thousands of
dollars as the engine needs to be disassembled or removed from the vehicle to access the
water pump. In some cases, the engine will need to be replaced outright. A class action lawsuit
was started against Ford as a result of this issue. This was in response to a shift in perceived
consumer demand towards SUVs and pickup trucks, and away from sedans. Ford Taurus, a
white Limited model, rolled off of the assembly line at the Ford Chicago plant. From Wikipedia,
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Assembly. Ford Taurus fifth generation Ford Crown Victoria. LTD Crown Victoria. Crown
Victoria. Country Squire. Personal luxury. Sport compact. Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST. Focus ST.
Focus RS. Sports car. Note: All tire pressure data listed is for informational purposes only.
Always refer to vehicle owner's manual for recommended tire inflation pressures. It is
indispensable to keep the right tire inflation pressures for Ford Taurus tires. Low tire pressure,
and underinflated tires can prompt to lopsided and inordinate tire wear, poor handling, and
diminished fuel economy. High tire pressure and overinflated tires can bring in reduced
traction, poor slowing down and can even be a reason for a tire blowout. Check tire pressure
routinely and keep up the right tire inflation for Ford Taurus to enjoy a safe and comfortable
drive, get a good deal on gas and keep auto insurance expenses low. Suggested tire pressure
for Ford Taurus is controlled by the auto maker dependent on its qualities and unique
equipment tire sizes. You can find out about Ford Taurus suggested tire pressure in owner's

manual or on a tire bulletin on the side of driver's door or door jamb. Remember that tire
inflation shown on tire sidewall is the greatest air pressure the tire can hold to convey its most
extreme burden, and not really the recommended tire pressure for Ford Taurus. To check Ford
Taurus tire pressure you should know its suggested tire inflation, and a tire pressures measure.
Check tire inflation when tires are cold and have not been driven for at least 3 hours. Change
Ford Taurus tire inflation to the suggested tire pressure levels as needed by adding air with a
tire inflator. In the event that you replace Ford Taurus original equipment tires with optional or
plus tire sizes, be certain to follow steps on how to apply tire load inflation tables when
replacing Ford Taurus tires to discover legitimate tire pressure for new tires. During winter
season, Ford Taurus tires can be inflated 3 to 5 psi over the suggested tire pressure settings to
make up for lower temperatures. Never over-inflate above psi showed on tire sidewall. Try to
check tire pressure routinely in colder times to keep tires appropriately inflated for a safe ride
on snow and frosty streets. Consult owner's manual for recommended winter tire pressure for
Ford Taurus. At the point, when Ford Taurus low tire pressure warning light is on, be sure to
check all tires for low air pressure and inflate as needed. Refer to owner's manual on the most
proficient method to reset Ford Taurus tire pressure monitoring system. Bar Psi. Bar kPa. Psi
kPa. Tire Pressure Temperature Calculator. Gas Savings Calculator. Tire Speed Rating Chart.
Tire Load Index Chart. Tire Load Range Chart. Metric Tire Load Inflation Chart. Flotation Tire
Load Inflation Chart. Spare Tire Load Inflation Chart. The Ford Taurus full-size sedan carries
over for with minor changes. Since a significant refresh is slated for the model year, Ford has
added Ginger Ale Metallic to the Taurus' color palette. Ford has also added integrated blind spot
mirrors as standard equipment across all four Taurus models. The Ford Taurus sedan is
available with front- or all-wheel drive, and with two V-6 engine options. The standard 3. That 3.
The big Taurus is not just big outside, but inside as well. With seating for five, and a large trunk
with Body style: Sedan Engines: 3. With a significant refresh including a face-lift and a new,
more fuel-efficient and powerful turbocharged four-cylinder engine due for the model year, Ford
has only made small revisions to the Taurus for the model year. Ford now includes integrated
blind spot mirrors positioned inside the power-assist sideview mirrors as standard equipment
for all Taurus cars. While the Ford Taurus is slated to get a face-lift next year with new
headlights and a superman-esque grille, this year the Taurus only gets a new color Ginger Ale
Metallic. The sporty Taurus SHO is differentiated from the rest of the Taurus lineup with unique
or inch wheels wrapped in low-profile tires, twin chrome exhaust tips, a trunk decklid spoiler, a
unique grille, and of course, the obligatory EcoBoost and SHO badging. The Taurus' interior is
starting to look somewhat dated since its debut. While still handsome, and luxurious for a Ford,
the Taurus' interior has fallen behind some of its newer competitors. When Ford updates the
Taurus next year it will get revamped switchgear, higher quality materials, and soft-touch
plastics. The Taurus' interior is currently available in cloth or leather. Without a doubt, the
Taurus SHO with its hp and lb-ft of torque 3. The SHO Performance Package features upgraded
brake pads, a sport setting for the SHO's traction control, recalibrated electric power steering
system, and inch Goodyear Eagle F1 summer performance tires. In our testing the Taurus SHO
accelerated from mph in 5. The Ford Taurus comes standard with such safety features as
AdvanceTrac traction control with electronic stability control, SOS POST-Crash Alert System, a
federally mandated tire pressure monitoring system, and dual front, front-side, and side curtain
airbags. Ford also offers a variety of optional safety features on the Taurus, including a back up
camera, a blind spot information system, and adaptive cruise control with both collision
warning and brake support. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:?
The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining
skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Ford Taurus Expert Review
motortrendauthor. Fuel economy could be better Heavy curb weight. All Model Years Subscribe
to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox. Rare find in such great shape with low
mileage. Local vehicle, AWD, Fully loaded, leather, sunroof, heated and cooled seats, lots of
power. Book an appointment to view this car. Financing available. Take a look at the SHO!!!!
This bad boy come with so many amazing features! To list a few, this unit comes equipped with
Navigation, deep tinting windows, powered seats, heated front and rear seats, and AC vented
front seats! The list goes on!! This unit wont last long! With heated front bucket seats and
dual-zone climate control, this spacious car is comfortable for all passengers. A slick radio
system and speakers throughout the car paired with the oversiz The Future is here! Easy
Approvals at The Car Lot etc. We keep it simple. We deal with the most Banks and Lenders to
get Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles
in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it a Great
Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit
lower than the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and

calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This
vehicle may be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price.
Contact seller for details. Filter Results 7 7 Ford Taurus for sale in Canada. Certified Pre-Owned.
Live Chat 2. Virtual Appraisal 1. Home Test Drive 0. Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery
0. SEL 2. SHO 2. Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price.
Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be
greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. Sedan 7.
Black 1. Grey 1. Red 1. Silver 1. Unspecified 1. White 2. Must be greater than Min Kilometres. All
Wheel Drive 3. Front Wheel Drive 4. Gasoline 7. Automatic 7. Unknown 2. With Photos. With
Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox!
Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails
from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter
Results 7. Click here to try again. Priority Listings. All Listings. Mileage 69, km. Monthly
Bi-weekly Weekly. Contactless Services New. Mileage , km. Mileage 70, km. List your car here!
List your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned Ford
Taurus inventory from local Ford dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare prices,
trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of Ford Taurus with similar
vehicles. View vehicle information. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more.
Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles
offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers
and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of
information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included in listing
price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your
email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and
Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! This vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no
warranty, expressed written or implied. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct
description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection
therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness,
imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or representations are for identification
purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of
the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself as
to the condition and value and to bid based upon that judgement solely. The seller shall and will
make every reasonable effort to disclose any known defects associated with this vehicle at the
buyer's request prior to the close of sale. Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs
regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle. This is a salvage vehicle. It will need to be
repaired and inspected before driven legally. If you have any questions, please call. We are
more than happy to help before and after the sale, however, once an auction has ended we
cannot answer any questions regarding condition until payment has been received. Sold as-is.
Placing an offer indicates that you have satisfied yourself with the condition of this vehicle and
are intent on purchasing it up to your bid amount. There are no discounts or refunds for
unexpected damages. You are responsible for shipping. We are happy to hold your vehicle for
up to 2 weeks from auction close at no charge. If you would like help finding a transporter
please ask. NYS Sales Tax. If you are a resident of NY we will need to collec the sales tax for
your county prior to issuing paperwork. We pride ourselves on providing the finest late model,
low mileage rebuildable vehicles you will find anywhere. Please read eBay's "User Agreement".
If you place a bid before the last hour period of the auction, you may retract the bid before the
last hour period only for exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid
during the last hour period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the
auction, you will be allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances only if you do so
within one hour after placing the bid. We reserve the right to sell this vehicle outright at any
time up until the close of the auction. We welcome a Buyer's Inspection. If you plan to have a
Buyer's Inspection, please make sure you have the vehicle inspected prior to the end of the
auction. Inspection fees, if any, are the "Buyer's" sole responsibility. In many cases there is a
delay in receiving the original instruments of up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off.
While we usually have all titles in our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may
be waiting for them to arrive. If we cannot confirm your intention to buy or the sale is not
completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to re-list this vehicle or sell to any other qualified
buyer. Before the vehicle is released for shipment to the "Buyer", all sale-related and
title-related paperwork must be signed and returned completed to the "Seller". We will help with
shipping arrangements but will not be responsible in any way for claims arising from shipping
damage! We assume no responsibility for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our
showroom. All shipping arrangements provided by us are strictly a courtesy. We are not

affiliated with any carrier. Any claims or other communication regarding shipment of vehicles
will be between you and the "Carrier" and not with us. The amount of time it takes for delivery
depends upon the "Carrier" selected. A typical experience is days from the date the vehicle is
picked up from our facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify with the "Carrier" for an
Estimated Time of Arrival to be sure. Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. An extended
warranty may also be available. Please contact us for details. No representations or warranties
are made by the "Seller", nor are any representations or warranties relied upon by "Bidders" in
making bids. The remaining balance must be paid within 7 Days. If payment is made by cashiers
or personal check, we will hold all titles for 10 days or until funds have cleared. All taxes and
fees must be paid in full in order for the vehicle to be titled and registered. This fee is due before
assets can be released, including the vehicle and title paperwork. Full size photos. Stock :. City
18 mpg. Actual mileage will vary with options, driving conditions and driving habits. If you
would like help arranging shipping we are more than happy to assist, contact us for an estimate.
There can never be less damage than what is known, only more. We are not responsible for
unseen or unknown damage. We are not responsible for the opinions of third party shops or
individuals. If you plan on having somebody besides yourself do any of the work on this
vehicle, they need to speak with us prior to bidding. Placing a bid indicates you have satisfied
yourself with the condition of the vehicle independent of any written or verbal description
provided by us. We reserve the right to sell this vehicle to anyone, at any point during the sale.
There are no temporary tags for damaged vehicles. Vehicle Description. Vehicle Equipment.
Factory Options 3. Exterior Features Automatic wiper-activated halogen headlamps Body-color
door handles Body-color heated pwr mirrors -inc: puddle lamps, integrated spotter mirror
Compact spare tire Fixed interval intermittent windshield wipers Incandescent tail lamps -inc:
red surround Remote perimeter lighting Solar tinted glass Supplemental park lamps.
Mechanical Features 2. Vehicle Warranty. About Troya Motor Cars. You will be provided an MV
and will not be asked for sales tax again by the DMV We pride ourselves on providing the finest
late model, low mileage rebuildable vehicles you will find anywhere. Troya Motor Cars Trenton
Rd. Utica, NY Contact us for more details. Terms and Conditions. Finance, Warranty, Shipping
question? Call the dealer at General Terms. Questions : Please feel free to contact us directly at
any time with any questions you may have. Odometer Readings : Due to demo test drives and
mechanical inspections, the mileage of the vehicle represented might be slightly different than
the mileage stated when the vehicle was first listed on eBay. Bidding : Please do not bid if
you're not seriously interested or financially able to purchase this vehicle. Bidder's Age : You
must be 21 years of age or older to bid. Financing : For help in arranging financing or for any
questions regarding financing options, please contact us prior to bidding. Buyer's Inspection :
We do our best to disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. Title
Information : Vehicle titles may be held by banks or lenders as collateral for loans. Finalizing
Your Purchase : Winning bidder MUST communicate with us by e-mail or phone within 24 hours
of the end of the auction to make arrangements to complete the transaction. Shipping and
Delivery : All shipping charges are the "Buyer's" responsibility. Warranty : Unless stated
otherwise, this vehicle is being sold "as is". Fees and Taxes. Taxes and Fees "Buyer" is
responsible not only for knowing their own states' laws regarding taxes and fees, but also
remitting the proper taxes, fees, and documents for their state. This site and all information and
materials appearing on it are presented to the user "as is" without warranty of any kind, either
express or implied. All vehicles are subject to prior sale. Although every reasonable effort has
been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained on this site, absolute accuracy
cannot be guaranteed. This site, and all information and materials appearing on it, are presented
to the user "as is" without warranty of any kind, either express or implied. Price does not
include applicable tax, title, and license charges. First Name:. Last Name:. Show Window
Sticker. Only 1 Left! Get More Details. Beau Townsend Ford W. National Rd. Body Style 4dr Car.
Color White. Engine 3. The car's bold looks, high-tech interior and impressive performance are
just icing on the cake. Source: KBB. Source: Edmunds. Features Options Specs.
Instrumentation: Low fuel level Clock: In-radio display Headlights off auto delay Dusk sensing
headlights Coil front spring Regular front stabilizer bar Independent front suspension
classification Strut front suspension Four-wheel Independent Suspension Coil rear spring.
There is currently no information available about this vehicle's specifications online. Please
contact our dealership to find out more about the specifications of this vehicle. We turn our
inventory daily, please check with the dealer to confirm vehicle availability. Color: Stock : VIN:.
Submit Get Price Drop Alert. Term: 12 months 24 months 36 months 48 months 60 months 72
months 84 months. Monthly Payment:. Your Purchasing Power:. Your Friend's Information:
Name:. Send me a copy. I also wish to be contacted by the dealer about this vehicle. Terms: The
recipient of this text message may incur charges depending on their wireless carrier. A majority

of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from
California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the
car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle
history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide
market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback
is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there
are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the
untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few
advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important
is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the
importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of
service records. Make a VIN Search. Manufactured from top quality components, this is your
best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an
OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most
affordable brand name for replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Headlight part. Quantity Sold. Shop Ford
Taurus Headlight. Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to
cart. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers.
ReplaceXL - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts that Nov 21, Good product. I
gave it a 5 star for now. It looks just as good as the OEM. Time will tell how It holds up! Tim
Kennedy. Purchased on Nov 12, Oct 18, I got them when I was told they would come. They were
installed and fit perfectly. Very happy with the results. Thank you. Purchased on Oct 03, Oct 03,
Site was easy to navigate, part was readily available, and shipped and recei
rockford fosgate rfk1d
07 honda si
2002 dodge caravan egr valve location
ved as promised. I will recommend car parts. Albert Rezende. Purchased on Sep 18, Show
More. Helpful Automotive Resources. How to Avoid the Glare from Oncoming Headlights
Fortunately, there are things you can do before heading out to reduce glare. There are also
some driving habits you can develop to try to minimize the effects of glare on your eyes. Check
out these tips. Driving with your headlights on at night is crucial to ensure the safety of not only
you and your passengers, but also the pedestrians and drivers around you. What are the
Different Types of Headlights? They are an improved version of the sealed-beam incandescent
lights used in older vehicles. For , all the mentioned models will. Why are My Headlights
Flickering? If your headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons
why: Failing Bulb. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

